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Donald Trump: Who U Wit? 

There are a lot of split screens this week, but the difference between who Donald 
Trump and President Biden are spending their time with in the opening stretch of 
the general election is stark. President Biden is spending his week with Swedish 
Prime Minister Ulf Kristersson on the heels of Sweden’s admission into NATO, 
Alabama IVF patients who lost access to fertility treatment because of Trump’s 
bans, and Texas mother Kate Cox who couldn’t get health care in her own state – 
again, because of Trump’s bans. 
 
Who’s Donald Trump’s squad? Let’s take a look at their rap sheets: 

• Trump spent Super Tuesday sipping Mar-a-Lago Mai Tais with convicted 
felon Roger Stone. Stone, a longtime ally of Trump, was sentenced to 40 
months in prison after a jury convicted him of making false statements, 
witness tampering, and obstruction of justice. 

• Later this week, Trump will meet with Hungarian dictator Viktor Orbán, 
notorious for eroding his own country’s democracy and cozying up to 
Vladimir Putin (sound familiar?) 

• For the grand finale, Trump will wrap this week by rallying alongside 
MAGA poster child Marjorie Taylor Greene, who repeatedly 
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spouts antisemitic conspiracy theories and parrots Trump’s baseless lies 
about the 2020 election being stolen. 

 
The following is a statement from Biden-Harris 2024 Senior Rapid 
Response Spokesperson Sarafina Chitika on who Trump’s sitting with in 
the cafeteria: 
 
“Donald Trump is kicking off the general election with a starting lineup 
guaranteed to repel the moderate Republicans already fleeing his toxic movement 
in droves: unhinged conspiracy theorist Marjorie Taylor Greene, Hungarian 
dictator Vicktor Orbán, and convicted felon Roger Stone. President Biden, on the 
other hand, is standing with our allies and the millions of women who live with 
less freedom today because of Trump’s bans. With America watching, our 
question for Trump is simple: who u wit?” 
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